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ABSTRACT

The simulation of soot evolution is a problem of relevance for the development of low-emission

aero-engine combustors. Apart from detailed CFD approaches, it is important to also develop

models with modest computational cost so a large number of geometries can be explored, espe-

cially in view of the need to predict engine-out soot particle size distributions (PSDs) to meet future

regulations. This paper presents an approach based on Incompletely Stirred Reactor Network

∗Corresponding author.
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(ISRN) modeling that simplifies calculations, allowing for the use of very complex chemistry and

soot models. The method relies on a network of Incompletely Stirred Reactors (ISRs), which are

inhomogeneous in terms of mixture fraction but characterized by homogeneous conditional aver-

ages, with the conditioning performed on the mixture fraction. The ISRN approach is demonstrated

here for a single sector lean-burn model combustor operating on Jet-A1 fuel in pilot-only mode, for

which detailed CFD and experimental data are available. Results show that reasonable accuracy is

obtained at a significantly reduced computational cost. Real fuel chemistry and a detailed physic-

ochemical sectional soot model are consequently employed to investigate the sensitivity of ISRN

predictions to the chemical mechanism chosen and to provide an estimate of the soot particle size

distribution at the combustor exit.

NOMENCLATURE

A area

D molecular diffusivity

Dt turbulent diffusivity

F stream index

ṁ mass flow rate

N scalar dissipation rate

Pη mixture fraction probability density function (PDF)

Qα conditionally-averaged mass fraction of species α

Sct turbulent Schmidt number

t time

~u velocity vector

V volume

Yα mass fraction of species α

η sample space variable of mixture fraction

ξ mixture fraction

ρ mass density

τ residence time

ω̇α chemical source term of species α

~∇ gradient
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~∇· divergence

· conventional mean

·̃ Favre average

∗∗ core volume-averaged

Xη conditional scalar at particular η value

Xηst Xη defined at stoichiometry

(·)i stream indicator

〈·|η〉 conditional Favre average

1 INTRODUCTION

The prediction of soot emissions and control of the particle sizes emitted from aero-engine combus-

tors is of vital importance if next-generation low-emission engines are to mitigate the effects of particulate

matter to human health and the environment [1]. However, the nature of soot evolution in turbulent flow

poses significant numerical challenges. Apart from an accurate knowledge of turbulent mixing and finite-

rate chemistry effects [2], reliable predictions of particulate emissions necessitate the use of complex soot

models able to describe the underlying evolution processes [3] and the morphology of particles [4]. Pre-

dictions are known to be very sensitive to the choice of soot model [5,6]; therefore, sensitivity analysis and

comparison between soot models are necessary to gain more insights into soot formation and oxidation.

Nevertheless, recently developed comprehensive soot models [7–11] cannot easily be used in conjunction

with high-fidelity CFD simulations to perform parametric studies during the design phase of combustors,

given their high dimensionality and computational cost. This becomes even more evident in jet fuel com-

bustion, where detailed chemical schemes with additional Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) routes

(e.g., [9, 12]) also demand high computational requirements since a wide range of intermediate products

and soot precursors should be considered. As a result, there is motivation to develop computationally inex-

pensive methods that simplify calculations with very complex chemistry and soot models, but also ensure

the prediction of soot emissions within a reasonable degree of accuracy in both magnitude and trend.

In this direction, this study introduces a new approach utilizing Incompletely Stirred Reactor Network

(ISRN) modeling to perform kinetic post-processing of CFD simulations. Due to its simplicity, this method-

ology allows for the use of comprehensive soot models with modest computational cost, while retaining ap-

proximate turbulence-chemistry interaction effects on the sooting flame structure. The Incompletely Stirred

Reactor (ISR) model, developed by Bilger and coworkers [13–16], is a generalization of the Perfectly Stirred
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Reactor. Its derivation is based on the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) method for turbulent react-

ing flows [17] and can be viewed as a zero-dimensional (or spatially-integrated) approximation of the full

multi-dimensional CMC equation. An ISR is defined as a region of the flow, within which the flow and mix-

ture fraction are inhomogeneous, but conditional averages of reacting scalars, conditioned on the mixture

fraction, are uniform. In the limit of strongly recirculating flow, far from extinction, ignition, or other highly-

transient phenomena, the latter assumption allows for the use of simple ordinary differential equations in

mixture fraction space to model a combustor in its entirety, hence reducing the total computational cost.

The approach was initially developed for non-premixed combustion but can be extended to multi-mode

combustion following the newest developments of the CMC method [18].

The ISR method has been applied to experimental combustors [15, 19] and has demonstrated accept-

able levels of accuracy, mostly limited by the fidelity of the mixing field, the appropriate choice of chemical

mechanism and the satisfaction of the ISR conditions. Notwithstanding that the ISR conditions are gener-

ally achieved in the primary zone of a highly efficient aero-engine combustor, the ISR method may only be

applied as a rough approximation for the prediction of soot emissions. As discussed in Refs. [11, 20, 21],

conditional quantities related to soot evolution show strong spatial dependence. Therefore, it is necessary to

extend the approach to a network of ISRs spanning the whole combustor under investigation. The combus-

tor can then be partitioned in separate soot production and oxidation regions that exhibit different degrees of

micro-mixing rates and residence times. In the context of kinetic post-processing, the ISRN equations can

be decoupled from the calculation of the flow and mixing fields, consistently with other methods using ideal

reactors (e.g., [22]). Unlike ideal reactors, however, unmixedness can be directly taken into account via

the scalar dissipation rate and the mixture fraction probability density function (PDF). Their quantification is

performed through averaging of the mixing field extracted from a reference CFD simulation, which could be

of lower detail concerning the combustion and pollutant chemistry hence allowing significant computation

time savings.

The main objective of this study is to investigate the ability of the ISRN approach to describe soot

evolution in an aero-engine combustor. For this purpose, we apply the ISRN method to a model single

sector combustor operated on Jet-A1 fuel for which experiments and detailed CFD data are available [23].

The model combustor replicates the conditions of a lean-burn engine at part load, where the injectors are

operated in pilot-only mode. The resulting flame shows features typically associated with the diffusion com-

bustion regime, which may give rise to non-negligible levels of soot. Pilot-only soot emissions are critical

in the design stage of a lean-burn engine, so it is essential to develop a capability of predicting the soot
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particle size distribution (PSD). In this direction, we couple the recently developed hybrid chemistry (Hy-

Chem) approach for kerosene combustion [24,25] with a reaction subset for molecular growth up to pyrene

and a detailed physicochemical sectional soot model initially developed for ethylene [10,11]. This allows for

a demonstration of the ISRN potential in handling complex chemical mechanisms and soot models, but it

also allows for an estimation of the soot PSD at the combustor exit. The soot PSD is generally a quantity of

importance but very difficult to predict and reported only for laminar flame computations so far in the open

literature.

The specific objectives of the work are to (i) assess the performance of the ISRN method compared to

the detailed CFD data and the experimental measurements; (ii) analyze the effect of gas- and soot phase

chemistry on ISRN soot predictions; (iii) provide an estimate of the soot PSD in this combustor by employing

a soot sectional model. This paper is structured as follows. The derivation of the ISRN equations is first

introduced, followed by the description of the solution strategy and the models used in the computations.

This is followed by a brief description of the investigated combustor and the reacting field obtained by the

reference CFD simulation. Results and key conclusions close the paper.

2 THE ISRN APPROACH

2.1 Mathematical Model

An ISR is considered to be a volume V within which conditional averages of reacting scalars, con-

ditioned on the mixture fraction, are independent of position and time. In contrast to a perfectly-stirred

reactor, which has uniform composition, this allows an ISR to have mixture fraction inhomogeneities. Vari-

ous versions of the ISR governing equations have appeared in the literature [13–16]. Here we extend the

formulation given by Klimenko and Bilger [17] and derive the governing equations for a network of ISR

reactors with an arbitrary number of inlet/outlet streams having non-uniform properties. The equations are

derived from the CMC equation assuming high Reynolds number and negligible differential diffusion [17]:

∂ρQαP̃η
∂t

+ ~∇ · (ρ〈~uYα|η〉P̃η) = −
∂2ρ〈N |η〉P̃η

∂η2
Qα

+ρ〈N |η〉P̃η
∂2Qα
∂η2

+ ρ〈ω̇α|η〉P̃η
(1)

where η is the sample space variable of the mixture fraction, ξ, Qα ≡ 〈Yα|η〉 is the conditional Favre-
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averaged mass fraction of a generic species, P̃η the Favre-averaged PDF and N ≡ D~∇ξ · ~∇ξ the scalar

dissipation rate.

Considering statistically stationary flow, integration of Eqn. (1) over the core volume and application of

the flux divergence theorem to the LHS leads to:

∮
A

ρ〈~uYα|η〉P̃ηd ~A = −
∫
V

(
∂2ρ〈N |η〉P̃η

∂η2
Qα

)
dV

+

∫
V

(
ρ〈N |η〉P̃η

∂2Qα
∂η2

+ ρ〈ω̇α|η〉P̃η
)
dV

(2)

In ISR theory [17], conditional correlations between reacting scalars and velocity are neglected, but

they are retained here, as they may be of the same magnitude with convective fluxes. These are closed

with a diffusion approximation [17], assuming a turbulent diffusivity Dt=µt/(ρSct) with Sct=0.4 equal for

all scalars. By definition, conditional reactive scalar statistics are considered uniform inside an ISR core.

Hence, they can be moved out of the integral on the RHS of Eqn. (2). Moreover, conditional statistics are

only a function of mixture fraction. Therefore, their partial derivatives may be transformed into ordinary

ones. The governing equation can be written in the following discrete form:

F out∑
i=1

(ṁP̃ηQα)i −
F in∑
j=1

(ṁP̃ηQα)j −
F∑
i=1

(
ρDt(~∇Qα)P̃η ~A

)
i

= V ρ∗∗
(
P ∗∗η

(
N∗∗η

d2Qα
dη2

+ ω̇α|η
)
−Qα

d2N∗∗η P ∗∗η
dη2

) (3)

where the core volume-averaged mass density, ρ∗∗, mixture fraction PDF, P ∗∗η , and scalar dissipation rate,

N∗∗η have been introduced. The core volume-averaged quantities are given by:

ρ∗∗ ≡
∫
V
ρdV

V
; P ∗∗η ≡

∫
V
ρP̃ηdV

V ρ∗∗
; N∗∗η ≡

∫
V
ρ〈N |η〉PηdV
V ρ∗∗P ∗∗η

(4)

Note the last term on the RHS of Eqn. (3). To close this term, the transport equation for the mixture
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fraction PDF may be utilized [17]. Given a statistically stationary flow and neglecting molecular fluxes, the

PDF equation becomes:

~∇ · (ρ〈~u|η〉P̃η) = −
∂2ρ〈N |η〉P̃η

∂η2

⇒
F out∑
i=1

(ṁP̃η)i −
F in∑
j=1

(ṁP̃η)j = −V ρ∗∗
d2N∗∗η P ∗∗η

dη2

(5)

where the flux divergence theorem and the definitions of Eqn. (4) are employed. Consistently with the stirred

reactor concept, the conditional quantities exiting the ISR may be taken equal to conditional quantities in the

core, hence (Qα)i,out = Qα,∀i = [1, F out]. However, it is not necessary to assume that the outlet streams

PDF are identical to the core [16]. Finally, the combination of Eqns. (3)-(5) leads to the governing equation

of an ISRN element:

F in∑
j=1

(
ṁP̃η

)
j

[
Qα − (Qα)j

]
−

F∑
i=1

(
ρDt(~∇Qα)P̃η ~A

)
i

= V ρ∗∗P ∗∗η

(
N∗∗η

d2Qα
dη2

+ 〈ω̇α|η〉

) (6)

A similar equation, without a chemical source term, is solved for the conditional mean enthalpy. Here,

it is important to note that Eqn. (6) is identical to the governing equation of Ref. [17] when the second term

on the LHS is removed, and a single ISR reactor is employed having a single inlet and outlet stream.

2.2 Solution Strategy

The ISRN approach starts with the creation of a standard computational grid and the calculation of the

average reacting flow field using CFD. The modeling approach for the reference CFD simulation can vary

given the availability of resources, but care must be taken for each specific application, so the underlying

mixing field is well captured. Existing methods may include, for example, the use of RANS or LES coupled

with the flamelet approach, CMC, transported PDF, or the Eddy Dissipation concept [26].

The ISRN equations are then solved using an in-house unstructured finite volume code, initially devel-

oped for CMC modeling (see [10, 23, 27, 28] and references therein). The ISRN is reconstructed around

the grid of a reference CFD simulation by exploiting the topology of the CFD faces. After providing the ISR
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centroids, the reactors volumes are obtained through agglomeration of CFD cells based on the minimum

distance between cells and centroids. This allows for arbitrary ISR spacing and to directly conserve the

mass fluxes computed at the CFD resolution, also facilitating data transfer between solvers. In contrast with

ideal reactor network approaches (e.g., [22, 29]), clustering procedures are not required to identify chemi-

cally and physically homogeneous zones since ISRs are inhomogeneous in terms of their flow and mixture

fraction fields. The current implementation also permits the use of parallel evaluation of reactors, hence

speeding up computations.

The evaluation of core volume-averaged quantities and area-averaged fluxes requires knowledge of

the mean flow and mixing fields. In this work, these quantities are extracted from a LES-CMC simulation,

which will be described in detail later. CFD derived quantities are either evaluated at the faces of ISR

reactors to calculate LHS terms of Eqn. (6), such as ṁP̃η and Dt, or used during core volume-averaging.

The procedure is very similar to the one followed every time-step in existing CMC codes (e.g., [27]). After

the end of the calculation, unconditional quantities may be derived through the integration of the mixture

fraction PDF. Here, unconditional values are calculated at the CFD grid after applying an inverse square

distance interpolation over neighbor ISR reactors. The PDF is modeled here with a presumed β-function

computed from the mixture fraction, ξ̃, and the mixture fraction variance, ξ̃′′2, of each CFD cell. In the case

of singularities at the η-space boundaries, the β-function is replaced by a delta function.

The core volume-averaged scalar dissipation rate is obtained through Eqn. (4). To calculate the con-

ditional scalar dissipation rate at the CFD level, the Amplitude Mapping Closure (AMC) model [30] is em-

ployed, i.e., 〈N |η〉 = N0Gη where Gη and N0 are Gη = exp(−2[erf−1(2η − 1)]2) and N0 = Ñ/
∫ 1

0
P̃ηGηdη.

The average scalar dissipation rate, Ñ , is readily available from the CFD simulation. It is important to note

that in contrast with existing ISR models [13–16], here, the core volume-averaged scalar dissipation rate is

not based on the double integration of Eqn. (5), raising issues of consistency with the PDF transport equa-

tion. Nonetheless, it has been observed that in a multi-dimensional system such as an ISRN, the integration

may result in negative values of the scalar dissipation rate being obtained through machine precision errors

when the PDF tends to zero [17]. Here, we preferred a more robust approach in evaluating the conditional

scalar dissipation rate, which is also consistent with state-of-the-art CMC approaches (e.g., [28]).

An operator splitting technique is implemented for the solution of the ISRN equations which are marched

in time with a constant (pseudo) time-step, δt = 2 · 10−6 s, until convergence is reached. Transport in

physical space, i.e., LHS terms of Eqn. (6), is solved first, followed by diffusion in mixture fraction space and

the chemical source term integration. The chemical source term is closed with a first-order approximation.
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More details regarding the chemical source term integration will be provided in the next section as they differ

depending on the type of soot model. A description of the soot models and the chemical mechanisms used

in this work is also given in Section 3. A first-order upwind scheme is used for the evaluation of conditional

gradients, whereas the diffusion term in mixture fraction space is discretized with a second-order scheme.

The inert mixing solution is imposed at the inlets, and reactors are initialized with a fully-burning solution.

Both walls and outlets are modeled with a zero-gradient condition. A constant pressure condition is used for

all reactors. Mixture fraction space is discretized using 61 bins clustered around the stoichiometric mixture

fraction (ηst ≈ 0.063). Consistently with the reference CFD simulation [23], pure air at T30 is imposed

at η = 0, whereas η = 1 corresponds to pure vaporized Jet-A1 fuel at saturation conditions. As will be

described in Section 4, T30 corresponds to a reference air temperature in the investigated rig.

3 CHEMISTRY AND SOOT MODELING

Provided a reference mixing field and an established solution strategy, the ISRN can be used to evaluate

the sensitivity of soot predictions to the choice of gas-phase chemistry and soot modeling. In the following,

the chemical mechanisms and soot models implemented in this work are discussed. To better understand

the sooting tendency differences between the various models, preliminary computations with the 0D-CMC

approach are also provided in Section 3.3.

3.1 Gaseous Phase

3.1.1 Surrogate Dodecane (HU) Mechanism

Here, kerosene is modeled as a single-component surrogate with dodecane as the main species, and

a detailed chemical mechanism with 38 species (based on the mechanism of Ref. [31] and specifically

calibrated for kerosene combustion) is employed. Acetylene (C2H2) is part of the intermediate pyrolysis

products, which is required for coupling with the two-equation soot model, as will be discussed later. The

same mechanism was employed in the reference CFD simulation [23], so it was also chosen here to directly

assess the performance of the ISRN compared to the detailed CFD. In the rest of this paper, this chemical

mechanism will be referred to as HU (Heidelberg University) scheme.

3.1.2 HyChem Mechanism

In order to have access to additional precursors for investigations with the physicochemical sectional

soot model employed here, a more detailed model for kerosene fuel pyrolysis was deemed necessary.
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Recently, a hybrid chemistry (HyChem) approach [24, 25] has been proposed for the high-temperature

combustion chemistry of jet fuel, as an alternative to the surrogate fuel approach (e.g., [32]). The Hy-

Chem mechanism was developed using experimental shock-tube and flow-reactor studies on speciation

time profile data. The mechanism models kerosene as a single-component fuel and lumps the fuel py-

rolysis into seven semi-global reaction steps involving nine to twelve species per reaction equation. The

primary pyrolysis products for kerosene in the mechanism are: H, CH4, C2H4, C3H6, 1-C4H8 (1-butene),

i-C4H8 (iso-butene), C6H6 (benzene), C6H5CH3 (toluene), and the methyl radical CH3. The oxidation of the

pyrolysis products is consequently based on the USC Mech-II mechanism [33] with updated reactions for

i-C4H8.

The HyChem mechanism includes aromatic hydrocarbons, such as benzene and toluene. However,

larger Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) species are not considered, but they are typically required

by comprehensive soot models, like the Napoli sectional (NAPS) soot model employed in this work. There-

fore, the HyChem combustion chemistry is combined here with additional PAH growth routes, extracted

from a detailed mechanism calibrated for ethylene [10, 11], which is also the base gas-phase scheme for

the NAPS soot model. These reactions consider the sequential addition of acetylene molecules and the

self-combination of resonantly stabilized radicals to account for the molecular growth of aromatic cycles up

to pyrene (A4). A similar approach was followed in Ref. [9], where the HyChem model was combined with

the KAUST PAH mechanism 2 [34] to study soot evolution in a jet fuel laminar co-flow flame. Overall, the

combined HyChem and PAH chemistry consists of 886 reactions and 136 species, whereas the original

HyChem approach has 843 reactions and 119 species. As shown in Appendix A, the main fuel pyrolysis

and oxidation products are not modified substantially by the additional PAH routes. Therefore, for brevity,

the combined scheme will be later referred to as HyChem mechanism.

3.2 Soot Models

3.2.1 Two-equation Model (2EQN)

For the first part of this study, simulations are based on a semi-empirical two-equation soot model [35,

36], following the strategy in Ref. [23]. This model is based on the transport of two additional quantities,

namely the soot mass fraction (Ys) and the soot number density (Ns). Equations conditioned on the mixture

fraction are solved for both of these quantities, similar to Eqn. (6). The soot model accounts for nucleation

and surface growth via acetylene (C2H2), surface oxidation via OH and O2, but also coagulation by em-

ploying a similarity solution for the coalescence of spherical particles in the free molecular regime. This
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approach employs a mono-disperse approximation for the particle phase but ensures a varying mean mass

diameter in physical space, directly affecting surface reactions. Although simple, this model, coupled with

LES-CMC, was able to give good predictions of soot location in the investigated model combustor [23].

As far as the implementation aspect of the chemistry integration is concerned, chemistry integration

has been split into two steps. First, the gas-phase chemistry is solved using the SpeedCHEM solver, which

significantly speeds up the computation by exploiting a sparse analytical Jacobian formulation and tabulation

of temperature-dependent properties [37]. In this work, both the HU scheme and the HyChem approach

will be evaluated. This is followed by the integration of the soot chemistry, performed using the VODPK

solver [38], which includes the soot mass fraction and number density but also all the gas-phase species

involved in the soot chemistry. The error introduced from the latter split was evaluated by means of 0D-CMC

simulations [28] through comparison with a fully-coupled solution obtained with the method of lines. The

total difference was found to be negligible for a range of scalar dissipation rates, thus allowing to speed up

the computation without any accuracy penalty, as also discussed in Ref. [21] for ethylene combustion.

3.2.2 Napoli Sectional Model (NAPS)

In this work, computations are also based on a detailed physicochemical sectional model that has been

developed and extensively tested by D’Anna and co-workers (see [39] and references therein). This model

has been demonstrated to successfully predict soot formation for various simple fuels and flame configu-

rations while supporting the latest experimental evidence of soot evolution in laminar flames [1, 3, 40]. A

simplified version of this approach for ethylene, also called the NAPS soot model, has been recently pre-

sented in Refs. [10,11] and will be employed here. The NAPS model has been primarily validated for C1-C2

fuels [39] while here it was used for kerosene fuel, which is a large extrapolation. To ensure that soot related

quantities remain realistic, reaction rate constants affecting soot surface growth via hydrogen-abstraction-

carbon-addition (HACA) routes, have been adjusted and reduced by a factor of 20. This modification is

similar to what is commonly done in laminar sooting flames, where the HACA growth parameter, often

referred to as “parameter alpha”, is adjusted to match the maximum soot volume fraction obtained by sim-

ulations with values originated from experiments (e.g., [9,12]). We did not attempt any further validation or

calibration of the model for kerosene fuel. This should be the subject of future work, and ISRN predictions

should be revisited with soot models developed explicitly for kerosene. Consequently, the results reported

here with the NAPS model are meant to be only of indicative value concerning the comparison between

ISRN and LES-CMC and soot locations against experiment, and not as any validation of the soot predictions
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for kerosene. The use of the NAPS model is useful since it may provide an estimate of the soot PSD in the

primary region and at the exit of the investigated model combustor. Besides, the coupling of the ISRN with

such a comprehensive soot model demonstrates the ability of the ISRN approach to simplify calculations

with very complex and computationally expensive chemistry.

The NAPS soot model relies on a gas-phase mechanism containing PAH species up to pyrene [10,

11]. For this purpose, the HyChem approach was here extended with an additional subset of PAH growth

reactions, as discussed in Section 3.1.2. All species with greater molecular mass are treated as lumped

species and are divided into classes incorporated in the soot sectional model. Reactions for the lumped

species and the gaseous-phase species involved in the soot model are treated as elementary reactions in

accordance with the sectional approach. Particle size distribution is defined by a single range of sections

(bins), each containing a nominal hydrocarbon species in order of increasing atomic mass. Carbon number

ranges from 24 to 2 · 1010, which is equivalent to a mean mass diameter, Dmm, range of 0.8–630 nm

assuming a constant soot particle density ρs = 1800 kg/m3. Twenty-two sections are used in a geometric

series with a carbon number ratio of, at least, two between sections. For each carbon number nC , a stable

and a radical form, i.e., a stable lumped species missing one H-atom, is used so that particles are classified

both by their size and state. Other properties, such as hydrogen content, are extracted from the original

version [39] of the model and are directly considered in the formulation of kinetic rates. All known physical

and chemical pathways affecting soot evolution are included in the particle phase scheme, and reactions

are based on a modified Arrhenius expression with an additional dependency on the carbon number. The

reaction classes consider: (i) particle inception via aromatics dimerisation, (ii) surface growth via C2H2, (iii)

condensation of aromatics, (iv) oxidation via O2 and OH, (v) particle coagulation via both coalescence and

agglomeration, as well as (vi) O2 oxidation-induced fragmentation. Overall, the lumped species mechanism

contains 1763 reactions and 44 bins.

In contrast with the chemistry integration method for the 2EQN soot model, a single operator splitting

step was chosen here for both the gaseous phase and soot chemistry. As discussed in Refs. [10,11], a split

between the gas- and soot phases chemistry might result in a significant accuracy penalty because of the

presence of aromatics-based pathways.

3.3 Preliminary Computations

Although the sooting flame structure in an ISR reactor (or a CMC computation) is a result of the lo-

cal scalar dissipation rate and transport terms, simplified computations considering only micro-mixing and
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chemistry effects can be used to understand the sooting tendency differences between the various com-

binations of gas- and soot-phase models, summarized in Tab. 1. For this purpose, the so-called 0D-CMC

approach (i.e., solution of Eqn. (6) without LHS terms and N∗∗η = N0Gη with prescribed N0), which is sim-

ilar to a flamelet solution with unity Lewis number and an imposed scalar dissipation rate profile [28], is

employed. The results are a useful reference for the remainder of the discussion.

Figure 1 shows the flame structure in η-space for N0 = 10 s−1 at the conditions used in the ISRN

simulations (see Section 2.2). Firstly, a comparison of the HU-2EQN and HyChem-2EQN models shows

that they are characterized by significantly different acetylene (C2H2) mass fractions (by a factor of 2),

directly affecting sooting tendency. Notably, the HU-2EQN model shows higher values of soot than the

HyChem-2EQN model (in terms of volume fraction, fv, mass fraction, Ys, and number density, Ns), linked to

the higher levels of acetylene. This is especially important for soot evolution, as residence time effects and

local micro-mixing are expected to increase the disparity between models further, even though the relative

locations of soot related quantities (with respect to mixture fraction) are similar.

Moreover, results with the HyChem-NAPS model are also included in Fig. 1. It is found that the soot

volume (mass) fraction is smaller compared to the 2EQN model cases. Notably, the maximum soot volume

fraction obtained with HyChem-NAPS is smaller by a factor of 1.6 and 1.27 compared to HU-2EQN and

HyChem-2EQN, whereas the maximum soot mass of the HyChem-NAPS is almost half compared to HU-

2EQN and 1.8 times smaller than HyChem-2EQN. Despite changes in magnitude, the relative locations of

soot volume (mass) fraction in η-space are again similar between models. Nevertheless, the NAPS model

sensitivity to scalar dissipation rate and residence time is expected to be very different, due to the fundamen-

tal differences of NAPS with acetylene-based models. It is important to note that the comparisons above

are only of indicative value, and should only be considered for the assessment of the ISRN predictions later.

As described in Section 3.2.2, it was found necessary to adjust the HACA-based reaction rate constants for

soot surface growth. This was to avoid high levels of soot but also soot leakage, caused by unphysically fast

growth and possibly slow oxidation on the lean side of ηst. The chemical composition and reactivity of soot

particles generally vary between fuels; therefore soot models developed for simple fuels, such as the NAPS

model here for ethylene, are generally not expected to perform similarly for real fuels. Typically, an empirical

soot surface growth parameter is used (see e.g., [9,12]) to tune surface reactions, therefore a similar modi-

fication has been applied here by reducing the equivalent reactivity of particles subject to surface growth. It

is also noteworthy that the particle size distribution is also affected. Here, nanoparticle formation is favored

at scalar dissipation rate N0 = 10 s−1, as inferred by the orders of magnitude difference between the total
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number density (Ns,tot) and the number density of larger soot particles (Ns,d>7nm) for the HyChem-NAPS

model in Fig. 1d. The above should be considered during future developments of the HyChem-NAPS model

for kerosene combustion, so a more accurate balance between soot formation and oxidation is established.

4 INVESTIGATED BURNER AND CFD ANALYSIS

The rig investigated in this paper [41], named “Big Optical Single Sector”, is a single sector model

combustor reproducing the main characteristics of a real engine. The rig allows operation of original engine-

size lean burners with pressures up to 20 bar and provides wide optical access to the primary zone of the

combustor enabling the use of planar laser-based spectroscopic techniques. A detailed description of the

rig can be found in Ref. [23], so only a brief summary is given in the following. Further details regarding the

experimental rig can also be found in Refs. [41,42].

Figure 2 shows the main characteristics and components of the test section [42]. The overall length of

the combustor is about 250 mm. The combustion chamber comprises a square section enclosure with di-

mensions 140×140 mm immediately downstream of the injector exit. The optical segment (a) extends from

the injector exit 40 mm downstream. The inner surface is protected by a starter film of 1 mm thickness [41],

with adjustable mass flow and temperature. The downstream part of the rig is characterized by an effusion-

cooled square transition piece (c) and an effusion-cooled converging section (e). For the conditions in the

present work, the temperature of the film was set equal to the temperature, T30, of the air flowing through

the injector with a mass flow rate of about 30% of the mass flow through the injector. The rig is operated

with kerosene (Jet-A1) as fuel. The injector is based on a two-stage configuration with the main and pilot

fuel injection achieved through concentric airblast atomizers (more details on the injector configuration can

be found in Ref. [43]). The outer airblast atomizer represents the main fuel injection with the pilot injector

located at the centre. The condition investigated here corresponds to a part-load condition where the injec-

tor is operated in pilot-only mode. The operating pressure is the one of a low-power pilot-only condition with

an overall air-to-fuel ratio (including all the cooling flows) of about 125.

Available experimental data for this condition include planar laser-induced fluorescence of OH (OH-

PLIF), phase Doppler anemometry (PDA), and laser-induced incandescence (LII) measurements for soot

location. A schematic of the streamwise cross-section of the combustor with the observation windows

explicitly used in the LII measurements is shown in Fig. 3. This is useful to illustrate the orientation of the LII

region with respect to the combustor and the soot volume fraction predictions discussed later. Experimental

results, as well as a detailed description of the experimental methods, can be found in the work by Giusti
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et al. [23]. In the same study, the part-load condition investigated here was simulated using the LES-CMC

approach coupled with the HU-2EQN scheme (see Section 3). It was shown that LES-CMC is able to

predict the main characteristics of the flame, showing a good agreement with the experiment in terms of

flame shape, spray characteristics, and soot location. As a result, the combustor underlying mixing field is

well captured, and the simulation data can be used to provide the ISRN with the mean velocity and mixing

fields. In addition, the LES-CMC simulation can be used as a reference to assess the predictability of the

ISRN approach. The LES-CMC approach is based on the time-resolved solution of the local flame structure

in mixture fraction space and incorporates molecular mixing and turbulent transport effects. This allows for

the reproduction of multi-scale turbulence-chemistry-soot interactions and to properly account for history

and finite-rate chemistry effects on soot evolution in a spray flame. Consequently, LES-CMC is more than

appropriate as a benchmark for the IRSN method.

The computational domain used in the reference LES-CMC simulation and the ISRN computations

is shown in Fig. 4. The domain reproduces the geometry of the experimental rig, including the plenum

upstream of the injector. Details regarding the numerical setup and the boundary conditions can be found

in Ref. [23]. An example of the instantaneous flame shape predicted by LES-CMC is shown in Fig. 5

through an isosurface of the stoichiometric mixture fraction colored by temperature. The stoichiometric

mixture fraction surface is almost attached to the injection location; however, the flame appears lifted-off,

as revealed by the low temperature close to the injector exit. Figure 6 shows the average axial velocity,

temperature, and mixing field extracted from the simulation. It is evident that the conditions inside the

recirculation zone are favorable for soot formation and growth, given the presence of rich mixture fractions

and high-temperature residence time (due to recirculation). Despite the high levels of mixture fraction close

to injector exit (associated with strong fuel evaporation [23]), high RMS values of the mixture fraction are

also observed indicating high scalar dissipation rates that generally lead to lower values of soot.

Once the mixing and flow fields from the LES-CMC simulation are averaged, the ISRN approach is then

applied to the same flame. For this study, the burner is partitioned into 154 ISR reactors uniformly positioned

along the cross-wise directions. A cut of the ISRN grid is shown in Fig. 7a. A coarser ISR spacing with

78 ISR reactors (see Fig. 7b) has also been employed as a reference for computational cost comparisons.

Hereafter, the analysis will focus only on the fine ISR spacing with only key results being reported later for

the coarser ISR spacing. It is important to note that ISRN predictions are generally sensitive to the choice of

reactor spacing, but a full parametric analysis was out of the scope of this study. Instead, the main objective

is to provide a rough and quick estimate of the soot emission in this combustor. A more refined spacing,
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aiming to better resolve the gradients of conditional quantities in the soot production and oxidation regions,

is expected to improve soot predictions due to the fact that transport effects in soot evolution are generally

not negligible [2, 44]. The key parameters controlling soot evolution within an ISRN are local equivalence

ratio, residence time and scalar dissipation rate. Therefore, the choice of ISR spacing can be viewed as

an attempt to capture the full extent of these parameters by adjusting the volume of ISRs and their relative

location within the combustor. This rationale is further described in Appendix B and applied to the ISR

spacings used in this study.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to the assessment of the ISRN in replicating soot evolution, the approach should be first evaluated

for its ability to replicate the mean flame structure. Figure 8a shows the mean OH mass fraction and

temperature fields in the primary reacting region extracted from the detailed LES-CMC simulation and the

ISRN. The azimuthally-averaged fields are compared side-by-side for ease of evaluation. A comparison of

LES-CMC with OH-PLIF measurements is given in Ref. [23]. The overall agreement of LES-CMC with the

experiment is satisfactory with the detailed simulation capturing the mean characteristics of the flame. The

ISRN predictions are in very good agreement with LES-CMC, also demonstrating the capability of the ISRN

approach in describing the reacting region. There are some differences in OH along the shear layer which

may be due to the ISR spacing, a topic discussed later in this section. These differences may be quantified

via a cross-stream average at various heights downstream the injector, depicted in Fig. 8a. On average, the

relative differences of the ISRN compared to LES-CMC are 40%, 18%, -4.5% and -32% at heights A to D.

The comparison with temperature is shown in Fig. 8b. The difference in the peak is around 50 K, whereas,

on average, the corresponding relative difference at the various heights A-D are -4.7%, -4.5%, -5.1% and

-6.5%, respectively. The above show that the underlying reacting field is well represented and there is only

a small mismatch between the two reacting fields due off-line approach used in the ISRN.

Figure 9 compares the experimental LII measurements of mean soot volume fraction, fv, with the

predictions of the various computations. To facilitate the analysis, the difference between predictions and

the measurements has been calculated at various heights downstream the injector, similar to Fig. 8. Here,

a root mean square (rms) difference, erms, is reported instead of a cross-stream average metric, allowing

for an evaluation of both magnitude and relative spatial distribution. Considering the detailed LES-CMC

results coupled with the HU-2EQN scheme, the simulation is in good agreement with the experiment in

terms of soot location. The low value of soot volume fraction close to the injector exit and its increase in
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the downstream direction are predicted quite well. The experiments also show non-negligible amounts of

soot along the combustor axis further downstream. It is also observed that regions of high soot content are

found inside the recirculation zone (as inferred by Fig. 6). These features are captured by the LES-CMC

simulation, but the predictions show a less uniform distribution, as shown by the erms evolution. As far as the

absolute level of soot is concerned, the simulation generally over-predicts the experimental soot level [23]

(note that the scale in the LII is logarithmic). Here, the predicted peak soot volume fraction is about 12

times higher than the maximum LII value recorded. This is an inherent feature of the 2EQN model and

the simplified soot chemistry used here. Therefore investigations with more detailed soot models, explicitly

calibrated for kerosene, are expected to lead to lower levels of soot as also observed for simpler fuels

(e.g., [6]). As discussed in the following for ISRN predictions, the mean LES-CMC soot location is also

expected to differ with a fundamentally different soot model, but further work is required to quantify these

effects.

The LES-CMC results are then compared to the ISRN soot predictions with the HU-2EQN approach.

This allows for a direct assessment of the ISRN ability to replicate soot evolution. The ISRN prediction

matches reasonably well with the LES-CMC simulation. Soot is absent close to the injector exit, and a

peak is observed at the same location as the LES-CMC. However, the extent of the mean soot location

is qualitatively different. We hypothesize that the ISR spacing is not adequate to resolve the conditional

gradients in the cross-wise directions, thus a better match can be obtained with the placement of more

reactors. Computations with the coarser ISR spacing of Fig. 7b showed that the prediction of the mean

soot volume fraction was indeed significantly affected, both in terms of magnitude and location. Notably, the

erms values at heights A, B and D were no more than 5% different as what obtained with the finer ISRN but

at height C, erms was smaller by 25%. By extrapolation, we might expect differences of same order when

a much finer ISR spacing is employed. Nevertheless, a detailed sensitivity analysis was out of the scope

of this study, and it should be the main subject of a future systematic investigation. The number of ISRs

in the high-temperature recirculation zone (where soot growth is favored) is an important parameter and

should be carefully selected if a good estimation of the local scalar dissipation rate and the residence time

within each ISR are to be ensured. However, a low number of ISRs with arbitrary spacing can still be useful

as a rough estimate of soot emissions and inexpensive parametric analysis. Preliminary investigations

in the ethylene Cambridge Rich-Quench-Lean (RQL) combustor [10, 11, 21, 45–47] also show the same

qualitative differences between LES-CMC and ISRN predictions [48], possibly because of the coarse ISR

spacing employed in the computations. Nevertheless, the same trend is not observed at a condition of the
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DLR ethylene combustor [49], which is also a target flame of the International Sooting Flame workshop.

Recent investigations in this combustor show that the mean soot location can be very well captured by

the ISRN, consistent with both detailed CFD and experimental data [50]. This is probably a result of the

different flow patterns and range of scalar dissipation rates in this combustor compared to the Cambridge

RQL burner and the big optical single sector combustor. As a result, further investigations are necessary

to develop the ISRN method and associated solution strategies further. Some considerations regarding the

evaluation of these strategies and the choice of ISR spacing are given in Appendix B.

As shown by the difference of the HU-2EQN predictions with ISRN and the LES-CMC, ISRN predictions

generally show a higher soot volume fraction up to a factor of 7, stemming from the off-line approach used

in the ISRN. Provided the mean flow and mixing fields, the evolution of conditional scalars, including soot

volume fraction and temperature, is inherently different from LES-CMC since no two-way coupling with the

reacting flow is attained and excursions of the scalar dissipation rate are not considered. However, the ISRN

contains effects of micro-mixing and transport that are especially important during soot evolution; hence,

an adequate balance between reaction-transport-diffusion is established. The latter is especially useful for

parametric analyses and the search for soot tendency trends.

In this direction, the HyChem-2EQN and HyChem-NAPS (described in Section 3) are also employed

and compared here to the ISRN predictions with the HU-2EQN scheme. Since all approaches share the

same ISRN setup and underlying mixing field, differences between models are only attributed to the balance

between soot formation and oxidation, also controlled by transport and local micro-mixing (see Eqn. (6)).

Consistently with the 0D-CMC results of Fig. 1, HyChem-2EQN is characterized by a peak soot volume

fraction similar to the HU-2EQN approach. However, the discrepancies in the acetylene levels observed

with 0D-CMC should generally lead to a different soot volume fraction field. The latter is a result of the

different sensitivity of the underlying gas-phase schemes to the scalar dissipation rate and the correspond-

ing residence time effects on soot evolution. Indeed, the ISRN predictions with HyChem-2EQN show a

qualitatively different soot location than with HU-2EQN, as can also be inferred by the evolution of erms.

Less soot is evident in the region close to the injector, and the soot field appears less uniform with more

abrupt transitions downstream (note the relative difference erms from height to height). As far as the peak

soot volume fraction is concerned, results show a 48 times over-prediction compared to the experiment

against an over-prediction of 64 with HU-2EQN. The latter observations are a typical example of the ISRN

approach’s usefulness in comparing gas-phase schemes and provide insights into soot evolution. The ISRN

results here complement the preliminary computations with 0D-CMC, and establish a link between the flame
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structure in mixture fraction space and quantities of interest in physical space.

Results with the HyChem-NAPS approach, which is even more complex and leads to predictions of the

PSD, are now considered. The simulation shows qualitatively the same features with the 2EQN approaches

regarding the location of the peak soot volume fraction, however, the HyChem-NAPS soot field extends

further in the cross-wise directions, up to half the width of the combustion chamber, which is more consistent

with the experiment and the LES-CMC. Notably, the variability of erms is also small, indicating the generally

good match with the LII field, except for locations close to the injector where no soot is supposed to be

present. Consistently with 0D-CMC, the peak value of soot volume fraction is the smallest among all ISRN

simulations and about 24 times higher than the experiment. Again, this demonstrates the need to develop

the HyChem-NAPS approach specifically for kerosene fuel. Nevertheless, the ISRN data obtained with the

HyChem-NAPS also allows for an estimate of the soot particle size distribution (PSD).

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the soot PSD within the core of ISRs located at different heights

inside the primary region (schematically indicated in Fig. 9) and at the combustor exit. Firstly, it is found

that ISRN with HyChem-NAPS predicts the presence of a wide range of particle sizes in the 1 to 100 nm

range. A shift from a uni-modal to a bi-modal soot PSD shape is not evident in Points P1-P3 (or within the

recirculation zone), consistent with experimental observations in turbulent flames [51,52]. Nevertheless, the

soot PSD at the exit clearly shows a bi-modal character and the dominance of nanoparticles. The first peak

is probably a result of coalescence of nanoparticles towards the exit of the combustor, where temperature

is low and nucleation is not persistent. The second peak is mostly attributed to the balance of coagulation

and oxidation/fragmentation reactions or larger particles observed at locations within the flame, such as

Points P1-P3. Since soot evolution is strongly associated with history effects, the soot PSD at the exit is

undoubtedly affected by soot predictions in the primary region. However, it is not clear if uncertainties in

the reactivity of particles, as discussed in Section 3.3, will have a strong effect on the PSD shape at the

combustor exit. Future investigations with models explicitly calibrated for kerosene fuel could elucidate soot

PSD evolution in this combustor.

As far as the implementation aspects of the ISRN are concerned, the method is computationally very

efficient. As the mixing field is pre-calculated and only a subset of processes is solved at each time-step,

the computational time is drastically minimized compared to a detailed CFD simulation. Notably, for the

numerical setup presented here, more than 95% of the runtime is spent for the chemistry integration, which

is comparable to laminar flamelet computations. Average runtimes with the various models used in this

study are provided in Tab. 2 together with computational costs. A small number of reactors is typically
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adequate to provide an estimate of soot emission, as shown in Fig. 9. Further reduction of the number of

ISRs can result in significant computational savings, as shown in Tab. 2. However, the use of a coarser

ISRN may result in reduced accuracy as mentioned previously. Special attention is required when very

coarse ISR spacings utilized, for which the rationale presented in Appendix B may prove useful to identify

the optimum spacing. This will also be the focus of future investigations.

Convergence with the ISRN is typically obtained after 10,000 iterations (20 ms for δt = 2 · 10−6 s),

which corresponds to a total runtime of approximately 3.6 days for calculations with HyChem-NAPS and

the fine ISR spacing of Fig. 7a on one node (32 MPI processes) of an Intel Xeon Skylake supercomputer

(Cambridge CSD3). The same performance can also be achieved in a modern multi-core workstation but

is bounded by the available computer memory necessary to process the underlying CFD computation and

the total number of scalars. Faster runtimes may be attained, as the total runtime scales inversely with the

number of total MPI processes, but at a higher computational cost due to loss of efficiency in processor

communication and load balancing. It is notable that even with the choice of one processor per ISR, e.g.,

for fine ISR spacing and the computationally expensive HyChem-NAPS, the total computational cost can

generally be lower by, at least, an order of magnitude compared to detailed LES with comprehensive soot

models (e.g., [7, 11]). One processor per ISR would also result in a total runtime of about 18.2 h, which

is computationally very attractive compared to the amount of time to complete a detailed CFD simulation

(typically order of weeks or months).

In reality, it is hard to generalize as computational cost strongly depends on the type of simulation, the

choice of chemistry and models, the solvers, the numerical setup (e.g., number of CMC cells for LES-CMC)

and the specifics of the system’s architecture where a simulation is executed. Notably, the LES-CMC sim-

ulation compared here, utilized about 100,000 CPUh, hence two to three orders of magnitude more than

the ISRN costs reported in this study. However, solid conclusions regarding the total speed-up compared

to LES-CMC cannot be drawn, as different solvers were employed for the chemistry integration [23]. The

main benefit of the ISRN approach is that very complex chemical mechanisms and soot models can be

investigated in turbulent flows with reasonably low computational requirements, available to most combus-

tion engineers. Therefore, the ISRN approach could be employed for a priori assessment of these models

before switching to detailed CFD methods.
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A novel approach using Incompletely Stirred Reactor Network (ISRN) modeling for soot emission sim-

ulations in aero-engine combustors has been formulated. An Incompletely Stirred Reactor (ISR) is a region

of the flow, within which the flow and mixture fraction are inhomogeneous, but conditional averages, con-

ditioned on the mixture fraction, are uniform. A network of ISRs can then be deployed to separately cap-

ture soot production and oxidation regions exhibiting different degrees of micro-mixing rates and residence

times. The network is constructed around the grid of a reference CFD simulation providing the ISRN with

the average flow and mixing fields, hence simplifying calculations. The ISRN approach is demonstrated on

a calculation of a single sector lean-burn model combustor operating on Jet-A1 fuel and in pilot-only mode,

which corresponds to conditions of a lean-burn engine at part load. The ISRN predictions are compared

with experimental and simulation data previously obtained with detailed CFD using surrogate dodecane

chemistry and a two-equation model for soot. The comparison shows that reasonable accuracy can be

produced while ensuring a significant reduction in computational costs.

Consequently, the ISRN method is tested with detailed fuel pyrolysis and oxidation chemistry, based on

the hybrid chemistry (HyChem) approach. It is found that the choice of the underlying chemical mechanism

and prediction of pyrolysis products have an impact on soot predictions, even when a two-equation soot

model with acetylene-only routes is considered. From a soot precursor modeling perspective, it is therefore

essential to test both detailed surrogate and HyChem-type models for real fuel combustion but also include

large Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) routes, necessary for comprehensive soot models. The latter

is attempted for HyChem chemistry, which is here coupled with a reactions subset for molecular growth up

to pyrene and a detailed physicochemical sectional soot model initially developed for ethylene combustion.

This procedure allows for an estimate of the soot particle size distribution (PSD) at the exit, which would

otherwise be intractable to perform with current CFD methods. Future work should focus on investigations

with comprehensive soot models developed for kerosene and the improvement of the newly developed

ISRN method.
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A HYCHEM MODEL PAH EXTENSION

In Fig. A1, the original HyChem mechanism is compared in η-space (using 0D-CMC as in Section 3.3)

against the HyChem mechanism combined with additional PAH growth routes which form the base gas-

phase scheme for the NAPS soot model. The additional reaction subset consists of 17 species and 43

reactions. The shared species and the temperature profiles have minor if any differences between the

two mechanisms. Some of the additional aromatic species are shown, such as A2/naphthalene (C10H8),

A3/phenanphtrene (C14H10), and A4/pyrene (C16H10).

B CHOICE OF ISR SPACING

The ultimate target of the ISRN design or ISR spacing is to adequately resolve conditional gradients of

reacting scalars, such as∇Qα for a generic species, which appear on the LHS of Equation 6, either explicitly

in the turbulent flux or implicitly as an absolute difference, Qα − (Qα)j , in the inlet flux term. A good ISRN

design ensures that transport effects are well captured, as also typically performed with conventional CMC

methods where unsteady phenomena, e.g., extinction, are prominent [53]. Transport effects are especially

important in soot evolution [2,11,44], therefore a more refined ISR spacing in soot production and oxidation

regions can aid in improving predictability. Generally, a low number of ISRs is adequate to provide a

quick estimate of soot emission, which is also the main advantage of the ISRN method: ensuring low

computational costs. Nevertheless, a carefully selected ISR spacing may help optimize both computational

efficiency and predictability by resolving well the most critical areas for soot evolution, while keeping the

total number of ISRs low. An optimization method or a parametric analysis was out of the scope of this

study and this will be the subject of future work. Here, the employed ISRN designs of Figs. 7a-7b were

actually chosen arbitrarily with the total computational cost only in mind. A better rationale to choose the

ISRN design, would be to control the extent of key controlling variables dictating soot evolution, namely

the local equivalence ratio, scalar dissipation rate and residence time. In Fig. B1, the conditional scalar

dissipation rate at stoichiometry is plotted against the respective local residence time, τ , within the ISRs

and colored by the PDF-averaged mixture fraction. The comparison shows the extent of the controlling

variables and an indication of how smoothly they are changing from reactor to reactor. As can be seen for

example in the case of the fine ISRN, most ISRs are found in a region of τ = 0 to τ = 1 ms, where a wide

range is observed but the density of fuel-rich ISRs is similar to fuel-lean ISRs. The latter ensures that rich

regions in the flow are well represented, in contrast to the coarse ISRN where the majority of ISRs are fuel-

lean. A problem with both spacings is clearly the extent of local residence time, so another consideration
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could be the adjustment of reactor volumes to ensure a more narrow distribution of residence times. In

addition, the range of scalar dissipation rates (SDR) is important. Here, the values at stoichiometry are

mostly concentrated around a value of N∗∗ηst = 0.2 s−1 (N0 ≈ 2 s−1 assuming N∗∗η = N0Gη), which generally

favors soot growth. As a result, over-estimations of soot emission in certain regions, e.g., close to the fuel

injector, may be a result of inadequate ISR spacing in regions of high mixture fraction gradients [23]. To

sum up, considerations such as the ones described above can easily be employed to choose an appropriate

spacing and provide physical meaning to ISRN design.
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Table 1: Chemical schemes and soot models used for simulations

Mechanism Soot Model Description

HU 2EQN 38 species & 174 reactions

HyChem 2EQN 119 species & 843 reactions

HyChem NAPS 180 species & 2649 reactions

Table 2: Average simulation runtimes

Average runtimes for advancing the ISRN by δt = 2 · 10−6 s and computational cost for 20 ms of simulation
on one node (32 MPI processes) of an Intel Xeon Skylake supercomputer (Cambridge CSD3)

Approach
Average ISRN Total computational

runtime (s) cost (CPUh)

Fine Coarse Fine Coarse

HU-2EQN 0.76 0.51 67.5 45.3

HyChem-2EQN 9.1 4.8 809 427

HyChem-NAPS 31.5 14.4 2,800 1,280
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Fig. 1: Conditional quantities in mixture fraction space from 0D-CMC computations (N0 = 10 s−1). Legends
apply to all quantities, including those in (c).
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the Big Optical Single Sector rig [42]

Fig. 3: LII measurement region and injection strategy (adapted from Ref. [23])

Fig. 4: Computational domain with relevant boundary conditions [23]
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Fig. 5: LES-CMC isosurface of the stoichiometric mixture fraction colored by temperature [23]
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Fig. 7: ISR spacings for the investigated combustor
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(HU-2EQN). A-D indicate the heights at which relative differences are reported.
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